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and let all the others be uncharged. Then Vr=prT and Vs = prs> by Art. 438. The body Ar cannot be entirely covered with negative electricity and is therefore not the body of greatest negative potential, Art. 442. Any other conductor As has both positive and negative electricity on its surface and cannot be the body of greatest positive or greatest negative potential. The charged body Ar must therefore be the conductor of greatest positive potential, and there is no conductor of greatest negative potential. Hence all the conductors are at positive potential and
Prr >pra-
Let the body ^8be placed in a hollow excavated in Ar and completely surrounded by it, then, since A8 is uncharged, there is no development of electricity either on its surface or on the inside of the shell Ar, Art. 389. The potential throughout the interior of Av is prr and hence in our present notation jprg=prr. In the same way, if As is enclosed by a shell At, then pr8=3?rt'
The case in which A8 is enclosed by one of the other bodies is thus only a limiting case of the theorem and is not an exception.
444. To prove that qrr is positive and qrs negative, and that the sum qf the series S = qir -1- far + • • • + 9W + • • • + 9V is positive.
Let the body Ar be charged to potential unity, all the others being at zero potential. The charges given to the conductors Al3 A2, &c. are therefore qlry q2r, &c. (Art. 438). The body Ar is the conductor of greatest positive potential, its charge qrr is therefore positive, (Art. 442).
The body A8 is at zero potential. If there were a point of positive electricity on its surface a line of force could issue from it and must terminate at some point of lower potential, but there are no such points. The body A8 is therefore covered with negative electricity, that is qrs is negative.
The unoccupied space outside the system is bounded by the surfaces of the conductors and by a sphere of infinite radius. Hence the potential at every point of this space lies between the greatest and least potential on the boundary, (Art. 116). These potentials are respectively unity and zero. The potential of the system at a very distant point is the same as if the whole quantity of electricity were collected into its centre of gravity (Art. .109) and its sign is therefore the same as that of the series £ The sum of this series must therefore be positive.
If As is enclosed by any body At and both are at potential zero, no line of force can pass between A8 and the shell At. There is therefore no electricity on the body A8, (Art. 440), and in this case the charge (/rs = 0.

